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Recent developments in Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and personal locator technologies
will enable environments in which (i) objects know their exact location as well as the locations
of surrounding objects and (ii) objects are able to report their location and a profile back to
regional servers. We envision a new environment where active GPSs are ubiquitously attached to
every object in the environment. We term this environment the Ubiquitous Global Positioning
Environment (UGPE, for short). Users in an UGPE environment will be able to subscribe to
a variety of services. Services range from assisting the navigation of objects by continuously
informing users of the surrounding obstacles/objects, to users forming groups of objects that
are queried on a continuous basis. This vision paper highlights challenges and opportunities for
database and information management research arising from this new environment. UGPE is
characterized by a unique combination of ubiquity, large scale real-time spatia-temporal data,
spatial and temporal fuzziness, and new types of queries. Understanding query processing and
data management in UGPE is fundamental to the success of such environments and it provides
a basis for using UGPE in novel applications.
I
1 Introduction
Global Positioning Systems (GPSs) allow receivers to determine their locations in the globe, up
to the meter resolution. Currently, GPS receivers are relatively expensive and their use has been
limited to llavigation~orlentedapplications. Recent developments in GPS-based applications [10,
20, 22, 37, 33J will make GPS devices as popular as cellular telephones.
In this vision paper, we address the implications and challenges for future database research aris-
ing from an environment in which GPSs are ubiquitously attached to almost every object around
liS. We assume that objects know their exact locations as well as the locations of surrounding
objects, and objects are able to repod their locations back to regional servers. We term this envi-
ronment the Ubiquitous Global Positioning Environment (UGPE). Objects of interest in this new
environment may include humans, cars, laptops, eyeglasses, canes, desktops, pets, wild animals,
bicycles, and buildings. In UGPE, data sent from the objects to regional servers enables an envi-
ronment in which objects are not only aware of the locations of surrounding objects, but also of
information related to these objects. We refer to the information reported about an object as the
object's profile.
UGPE has enormous potential to improve the quality of life. Applications can range from
locating lost or stolen objects, to tracing our little kids, completely automating traffic and vehicle
navigation systems [11], and automatically annotating objects online in a video or a camera shot.
UGPE can help the visually challenged navigate as well as locate, identify, and deal with objects
around them. For example, UGPE can enable the visually challenged to identify an approaching
taxi cab signal for it to stop.
In our vision, the realization of these applications will be achieved by UGPE providers offering
a variety of services that users may subscribe to. The services range from assisting the navigation
of objects by continuously informing them of the surrounding obstacles/objects, to users forming
groups of objects which are queried on a continuous basis. For many queries in UGPE, the timely
delivery of responses is critical. Due to the inherent value of spatio-temporal information, we
believe that the development of UGPE is inevitable. Such environments pose several challenges for
query processing and data management - problems that the database community is well equipped
to address. Approaches for handling spatia-temporal data that have been developed thus far [3, 7,
9, 12, 14, 17, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 34] are initial steps in the direction of efficient management oflarge
scale, real-time spatio-temporal data. It is imperative that the database community leverage this
head-start and steer the development of these technologies rather than let the technologies develop
and then attempt to alter the choices made by others.
In this paper, we focus on the data management and query processing challenges axising from
UGPE. These challenges include the management of massive amounts of large-scale real-time spatio-
temporal data, support for active queries, caching and prefetching, data aging, dynamic query
processing, on-the-fly indexing techniques, adaptive spatial and temporal multi~resolutionof the
objects to control the volume and flow of data, the use of data replication, and approximate query














Figure 1: The UGPE Architecture
distributed systems.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 gives an overview the services offered by UGPE.
Section 3 discusses the assumed UGPE architecture and addresses the realization and impact of
UGPE. Section 4 discusses query types for UGPE, and Section 5 presents research challenges in
UGPE. Section 6 addresses research challenges beyond query processing and data management.
Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Services Provided by UGPE
We classify services provided by UGPE into five categories. The five categories are in part char-
acterized by different data management and query processing needs. They also reflect what we
consider to represent typical needs of user groups in UGPE. Simple and somewhat restricted forms
of queries in these services are already commercially available for applications such as personal




• Ad hoc Query Service
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• Group Management Services
In the subscription service, an object subscribes to get information about a specified group of
objects. For example, one may subscribe to continuously get information about the locations of
one's young children. The subscribing object specifies a spatial and temporal resolution. Another
form of subscription is to a spatial region, for a certain period of time. In this case, all activities
that take place in this region during the specified time interval are reported to the subscribing
object.
We assume that each object has control over the possibly multiple profiles it exports. Subscrib-
ing objects receive only data they are authorized to. Multi~level profiling is useful in addressing
privacy and security issues. Throughout we assume that an object "knows" only about the objects
it is authorized to find out about.
Some objects, whether stationary or mobile, may be set to be in a report-only mode. In this
mode, which can also be called an advertisement service, objects only report their profiles and
locations. They do not receive information about other objects in the environment. For example, a
person's pet can be set to be in the repod-only mode, so that it reports its location. Clearly, such
an object does not need to know the locations and identities of other objects in the environment.
Other objects may express interest by subscribing to get information about some of the objects in
report-only mode.
In the navigation service, the object is mobile and, as it navigates, it reports its location and
receives relevant information about the surrounding objects, whether they are mobile or stationary.
The navigation service is considered a basic service provided by UGPE. Given the real-time nature
of the navigation service, many data management issues in UGPE need to be addressed in order
to efficiently support the navigation service. These include spatio-temporally driven data caching
and prefetching techniques, multi-resolution representations of the surrounding environment, and
dynamlc switching among the various resolutions based on the navigation paUern and the relative
importance of the level of detail needed.
In the ad hoc query service, objects have the ability to issue ad hoc queries. We distinguish
between snapshot and active queries. Snapshot queries represent queries which can be answered
using already collected data (data is either at a regional server or a repository server). Active
queries are queries whose responses depend on data progressively accumulated by the servers. An
active query may report results at specified intervals of time or it may be a trigger query (i.e., a
result is reported if a certain event happens). Active queries capture many of the core applications
in UGPE. The effective handling of active queries in UGPE requires new algorithms and data
organization techniques.
Group management services provide a collection of services in which a user identifies groups or
sub-groups of objects and issues queries involving all objects in this group. For example, a group
can represent children on a school trip or a flock of birds. For both examples, the query may be
related to monitoring the movement of the objects as a group as well as with respect to each other.
Group management queries can be active as well as snapshot queries.
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3 Realization of UGPE
GPS devices have been available for some time now, although their use has been largely limited
to navigation applications. The devices simply calculate their locations and combine this infor-
mation with maps stored in the device. Similar devices that record the locations over time have
been used to identify migration patterns of wild animals (31J. However in these traditional appli-
cations, the GPS devices are passive - they do not exchange any information with other devices
or systems. More recently, GPS devices are becoming active entities that transmit and receive
information that is used to affect processing. Examples of these new applications include vehicle
tracking used [21], identification of closest emergency vehicles in Chicago [21], and Personal Loca-
tor Services [20J. Each of these examples represents commercial developments that handle small
scale applications. Another example of the importance of location information is the emerging
Enhanced 911 (E911) [41J standard. The standard seeks to provide wireless users the same level
of emergency 911 support as wireline callers. It relies on wireless service providers calculating the
approximate location of the cellular phone user. The availability of UGPE would further enhance
the ability of emergency services to respond to a call e.g., using medical history information about
the caller. GPS devices also provide extremely accurate timing based upon perfectly synchronized
atomic clocks (providing upto 100 nanosecond accuracy). An example of the use of such timing
information is in accurately synchronizing log entries for a distributed banking application [21].
Applications such as these, improvements in GPS technology, and reducing cost, augur the advent
of UGPE-like environments.
In our vision, UGPE consists of a large number of mobile and stationary objects and a compar-
atively small number of fixed servers. Figure 1 gives a possible hierarchical architecture of UGPE.
GPS satellites provide the objects with their geographical locations. Objects connect directly to
regional servers that form the lowest level in this hierarchy and upload their location as well as
the profiles they choose to report about themselves. Regional servers handle the incoming data
and proces~ time-critical queries. Regional servers communicate with each other, as well as with
the high level servers - the repository servers. The repository servers may also be hierarchically
organized. Key factors in the design of the system are scalability with respect to large numbers of
objects and the efficient execution of queries.
The servers are interconnected by high bandwidth links. However, the mobile links between the
r~gional servers and objects have low bandwidth and a high cost per connection. In order to avoid
the bottleneck due to these links, we propose two solutions. For data that is being sent from the
objects (i.e. the upload direction), we regulate the amount of data collected (resolution), and the
rate at which it is sent (upload frequency). For query results and other data being sent down to
the objects (the download direction), an alternative to the point-to-point mobile links is allowed.
Servers can transmit data to a satellite which broadcasts the information over the air to all objects.
This approach [1, 42], allows a server to send data to a very large number of objects. The objects
receive data by "listening" to the broadcast.
5
4 Queries in UGPE
Regional servers in UGPE receive profile and location data as well as queries from objects in their
geographic region. With the exception of the report-only mode, every subscription category allows
a user to issue queries of a spatio-temporal nature. Queries supported in UGPE span various queries
on spatia-temporal data. We expect that existing query processing techniques and approaches can
be applied for traditional queries like membership, nearest neighbor, range queries, and aggregate
queries [4, G, 18, 24, 36, 40j. However, the nature and characteristics of UGPE will require new
solutions and algorithms for active queries and group management services. Since many of the
challenges are motivated by the processing needs and different types of active queries, we discuss
active queries in this section.
4.1 Active Queries in UGPE
Active queries encompass a broad set of queries for which responses depend on data progressively
accumulated. For the UGPE services we propose, active queries arc crucial to subscription, ad hoc
query, and group management services. We define and motivate four types of active queries which
have different algorithms and data processing needs. In our discussion we distinguish between
active queries which periodically report results at specified intervals of time and active queries for
~hich a response is triggered by a specified event.
As already stated, objects in UGPE report their location and profile. This information does
not always need to be reported continuously. To capture the different needs of objects with respect
to when data is collected, we use the term resolution to represent the amount of change allowed
for an object before a new data point must be collected. Resolution determines what data points
are collected by an object. We use the term upload frequency to refer to the rate at which an
object sends messages to the regional server. A more detailed discussion of resolution and upload
frequency can be found in Section 5.1. Different active queries have different resolution and upload
frequency needs and during the execution of one query these parameters may change. The following
discussion on queries includes examples of such situations.
4.1.1 Density Queries
In a density trigger query, the user specifies a region R, a group of objects (by profile features), and
a trigger condition C based on an aggregate function. A periodic query is similar (the condition
specifies when reporting takes place). A response is triggered when condition C is satisfied. One
example of a density query is monitoring the number of people in a building and triggering a
response when this number approaches a given upper bound. Another example is monitoring the
number of police cars in an area and triggering a response if a subregion contains too few police
cars. In order to process density queries, an aggregate function on the region and the objects is
progressively evaluated as new data arrives.
For some density queries, not all data in the region needs to be available in order to determine
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the response of the query at any given time. However, all data is collected by the regional servers
for future processing. As an aggregate function reports results closer to condition C, the regional
servers may adjust the spatial and temporal resolutions as well as the upload frequency of all objects
in and within the vicinity of region R. This is done to ensure the real-time performance and the
accuracy needed.
4.1.2 Boundary Queries
The user specifies a region R, a group of objects, and a condition based on the relationship of
individual objects to the region. A response is triggered when an object in the group satisfies this
condition. For example, if the region is a playground and the group of objects corresponds to a set
of children on the playground, the condition can be such that a response is triggered when a child
gets too close to the boundary of the playground.
Boundary queries are quite different from density queries. In a boundary query, individual
objects in the set have to be monitored by the regional servers. Two objects relevant to the response
of the boundary query may have very different resolutions and upload frequencies. For example,
when the position and a bound on the velocity of an object are known (this can be available in the
object's profile), resolution and upload frequency may be low. On the other hand, when the object
is closer to the boundary, resolution and upload frequency need to be high. Clearly, there will be
limitations and restrictions on the resolution and the upload frequency. Hence, we need algorithms
which are tailored towards the uncertainty and the fuzziness induced by these limitations. Getting
close to the boundary is only one of the conditions a boundary query should be able to handle.
4.1.3 Flock Queries
The group management services provided in UGPE enable queries involving the relationship be-
tween objects in a group. Flock queries are one such type of query. The liBer identifies a collection
of objects, referred to as aflock, through their profile. Each flock has an attached condition C. This
condition can be a function on a relation between the objects in the flock or it can be a function
0!1 the interaction of objects in the flock to specified objects outside the flock. The following two
examples capture typical scenarios of flock queries.
The flock corresponds to a "herd" and a herd needs to "stay together". Objects are able to
make decisions on their own (they are generally viewed as being in a report-only mode). A herd
can represent, for example, a herd of sheep, migrating birds, or a group of children. Condition
C captures a spatial function on the objects. Examples are recognizing when an object is too far
away from the remaining objects in the flock or when the overall configuration of the flock is not
within a given specification (e.g., the smallest enclosing rectangle is too large).
A flock can also represent stationary or mobile objects needed for crucial tasks. For example,
each object is a cane needed for walking or a pair of reading glasses. The flock query specifies one
or more objects outside the flock. This can be a person who needs at least one object in the flock
in close vicinity. The condition is set so that a response is generated when there is no object of the
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flock within a minimum distance of the person.
4.1.4 Profile-dependent Conic Queries
A conic query is a basic navigational query. The object issuing the query, say object V, is moving
and objects in V's view are of interest. The query differs from what one could consider a generalized
range query in that object V can dynamically change its profile as well as the profile of the objects
of interest. For example, if V is an individual in a car, then at some point, V may be interested
in open gas stations in its view. At some later time, V may be interested in restaurants. The
restaurants of interests are determined by V's profile: V might be interested in fast food places
within the next 4 miles, but in gourmet restaurants within 25 miles. Prefetching and caching
considerations based on the object's profile and velocity are crucial for the efficient execution of
such a query in UGPE.
5 Research Challenges in UOPE
This section addresses research challenges in UGPE. It includes the processing and data handling
for active queries, requirements and constraints for new algorithms, the development of on-the-
fly indexing techniques, approximate query processing, the impact of data resolution and upload
frequency on query responses, and data aging techniques. Many of these challenges are motivated
by the processing needs and different types of active queries. The efficient processing of active
queries is crucial to the success of UGPE. We discuss issues related to a particular topic before
stating challenges.
~ Responding to active queries in a timely fashion is a must for UGPE. Hence, query processing
research in UGPE needs to consider alternative approaches guaranteeing fast responses. Some
active queries can generate a response before all relevant data has been received or processed. For
example, in a density query with a trigger going off when an aggregate function does not satisfy a
lower bound, processing of the query for a particular point in time can stop as soon as the regional
server has determined that the lower bound has been exceeded. Another possible performance
enhancement is through the development of incremental algorithms; Le., algorithms which update
current solutions instead of re-evaluating them from the underlying data.
Challenge 1: Development of algorithms supporting the fast processing of active queries.
5.1 Data Resolution and Upload Frequency
Objects do not need to continuously capture their location and profile data and report it to the
server. Depending upon an object's current location, its profile, and currently executing active
queries, it may be necessary to capture data only when a "significant change" has taken place.
Significant change can be measured spatially (e.g., when the object has moved by at least a certain
distance, £J.d, from its previously captured location), temporally (e.g., when a certain period of time,
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t:::..t, has elapsed since the last data was captured), when the object determines that its profile has
changed sufficiently, or a combination of these. The term resolution describes the amount of change
allowed for an object before a new data point must be collected. The resolution determines what
data points are collected by an object. Different objects can collect data at different resolutions.
By increasing the amount of change allowed, one can reduce the number of data points generated.
Objects need not upload each collected data point immediately to the regional server. Instead,
one may allow objects to buffer several data points locally and send them in a single message to
the server. Note that this does not affect the amount of data collected and eventually recorded
at the servers. We use the term upload frequency to refer to the rate at which an object sends
messages to the regional server. The upload frequency can be set as a time interval, a number of
data points, or a "significant cumulative change" (over the buffered data points). By reducing the
upload frequency, the number of messages sent is reduced, but the information about the object at
the regional server becomes less synchronized with the actual data collected at the object.
The choice of resolution and upload frequency affects the accuracy of the information available
at the regional server at a given point in time. Consequently, this influences the precision of
the queries being processed. To ensure a desired level of query precision, it may be necessary to
dynamically adjust the resolution and upload frequency of objects.
The level of resolution and the upload frequency needed depend on the current status of the
query as well as the data collected in the past. For some queries, the resolution and upload frequency
change for all objects under consideration. For others, the change is only for individual objects.
Query processing algorithms need the ability to determine when a change in the resolution or the
upload frequency should occur. In addition, they need to be able to adapt to imposed changes in
these parameters.
Challenge 2: The dynamic management of spatial and temporal resolutions and upload
frequency for optimal query processing within system limitations
Regional servers receive large amounts of data of different urgency and processing needs. Most
of thIs data (e.g., that corresponding to cars reporting to a regional server) may not be relevant for
answering the currently executing active queries. Such data needs only to be sent to a repository
server, where it is stored and possibly used by a later query. The traditional approach of building an
index [19] on all the incoming data is impractical in this setting. The time required to analyze the
entire data and build the index structure would reduce the gains from using the index. Moreover,
the data that arrived a few minutes ago (and which has been incorporated into the index) will soon
be irrelevant for the active queries, and should be removed from the index. Regional servers need to
process data relevant to active queries in a different way. The distributed nature of the queries and
the data requires that arriving data be sent on (possibly in a different form) to all relevant queries.
We envision the development of query-driven techniques such as data filters, on-the-fly indexing,
and smart agents. These techniques are tailored to the needs of currently executing queries, as
opposed to techniques such as indexing which are data-driven.
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Challenge 3: Developing query-driven techniques to reduce the amount of data that
active queries have to process based upon properties of the continuously arriving data,
and the semantics of ongoing queries. Such quenJ-driven techniques may include a
combination of data filters, on-the-fly indexes, and smart agents.
Some changes in active queries, for example receiving a new active boundary query, have to be
incorporated into the management of arriving data as soon as possible. Other changes do not have
the same urgency. For example, if an active density query terminates, data related to the region in
the active query no longer needs to be handled with the same urgency. However, doing so does not
result in incorrect responses. It would be useful to have a metric that predicts the effort involved
in changing the handling of the data for a given a set of updates. If the cost generated by the
metric is high, updating is delayed. It is done later, possibly together with other updates (critical
or non-critical).
Challenge 4: The dynamic reconfiguration of data management techniques that ad-
dress Challenge 3, in response to changes in active queries.
When a regional server contains a number of processorS which receive incoming data, the data
arriving at one processor may be processed locally and a processor may not be aware of all active
queries or all relevant data. Such situations lead to communication requirements. Data that is
required by an active query may be shipped to the site where the query is being processed or the
query may be migrated to where the data is being received.
Challenge 5: Distributed query processing techniques for active querie.<;.
5.2 Data Replication, Caching, and Prefetching
Data replication is one approach used to achieve better performance through increased availability
of data by maintaining multiple copies of the data on diHerent sites. The availability of a number of
copies results in better performance as well as fault-tolerance. Replicated data requires maintaining
consistency among multiple copies if data items can change [8, 13, 15, 32, 38, 39).
In UGPE, collected data docs not change in the traditional way. New data is appended and
old data ages according to the selected aging process. Some of these queries may be executing at
different regional servers. The regional server receiving this data, may choose to cache the replicated
data for use by subsequent queries. Similarly, objects may cache some of the data that they receive
in response to queries.
For some query types, it is possible to predict with reasonable accuracy, the data that will
be accessed in the near future. Such prediction can be used to prefetch data to improve query
performance. For example, given the current velocity of an object in the navigation mode, the
profile of objects that lie ahead in the object's path can be prefetched and cached at the regional
server where the query is executing.
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A query issued by a user is received by one of the regional servers. The communication needs
between regional servers when processing active queries are a crucial component of the overall
performance. For density and boundary queries one can generally make use of locality; i.e., all
objects report to the same regional server (or a set of regional servers known in advance). Profile-
dependent queries may not satisfy this locality. At the same time, these queries allow us to employ
prefetching and caching techniques based on profiles. Flock queries can involve objects reporting
to geographically distributed servers not known in advance. In this situation one needs to decide
whether data is shipped to servers or processing migrates.
Challenge 6: The use of caching and prefetching to enable faster processing of time-
critical queries. In particular, prefetching based upon navigation queries, simultaneously
replicaton of data over regional servers, and replication and caching based upon the
spatio-temporal and profile attributes of data.
5.3 Exact versus Approximate Query Processing
Exact query processing refers to the traditional approach of generating responses that are exact for
the available data. Exact responses are not always needed. In many applications involving large
amounts of data (e.g., data warehousing) the primary goal is the fast computation of responses.
Approximate answers arc acceptable as long as the answer provided is a "good" approximation to
the exact answer. Good approximation means that there exists some measure of quality for the
generated response, for example, in the form of accuracy guarantees. Approximate query processing
has recently received considerable attention [2, 5, 16, 27, 35]. However, many crucial aspects of
approximate query processing are still not well understood. Approximate queries are relevant to
query processing in UGPE. The distributed nature of the environment, the large data sizes, the
need to respond quickly to active queries, and the different resolutions reported may render exact
answers to queries infeasible.
In trigger queries, it is possible to allow a certain amount of "false reporting" (i.e., the trigger
goes off when it shouldn't). This captures the spirit of many active queries. For example, in a flock
query a trigger goes off with probability close to 1 when the shape of the flock is outside the allowed
configuration. The trigger may go off with probability E when the flock is still in an acceptable
configuration. Trading accuracy of false reporting (possibly measured by E) against fast responses
is an interesting issue to address.
Another meaningful example of an approximate query arises in a velocity query through a region
R. Assume the query identifies objects going through region R with velocity higher than s. An
approximate query identifies objects which have velocity s and the false reporting is now of the
form of missing some objects with velocity s. A tradeoff exists between not reporting objects of
smaller velocity for the sake of missing some objects of velocity hlgher than s.
A common and natural approach to approximate processing is to store and maintain a reduced
representation of the data. If data is distributed geographically, this information should be stored
at an easily accessible location. A number of reduced representations exists and have been stud-
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ied [5J. These include representations obtained through sampling, in the form of summaries (e.g,
histograms, aggregations), and hierarchical clusterings. The interaction between reduced represen-
tations and data filters is an interesting area to address.
Challenge 7: Developing approximate query processing methods which provide accuracy
guarantees given the uncertainty and fuzziness in the underlying data due to the multi-
resolution representations in both the spatial and temporal dimensions.
5.4 Data aging
Over time, the total volume of data stored at the repository servers will become very large. A num-
ber of applications and services have no need for old data. For example, it may be unimportant
where exactly a pet was a year ago. Other applications may need previously collected data, but
without critical performance requirements. A third scenario is that data is needed only in summa-
rized form. Data aging addresses how data gets migrated, deleted, and/or summarized, possibly at
lower resolutions, after a certain period of time. Depending upon the nature of the data and the
application, the following operations can be applied to aging data.
1. Delete. Data is simply removed from the archives associated with the repository servers.
2. Checked out. The system exports data to a user-specified site. Checked-out data mayor may
not be available for queries issued in UGPE.
3. Summarize. Data is summarized using a data reduction technique.
4. Fading. The spatial and/or temporal resolution of the data increases.
Summarization and fading can be based upon spatio-temporal aspects of the data or the profile.
The purging of data has an impact on the accuracy of the query answers computed. For example,
the location data for an object over a year can be replaced by a single minimum bounding box that
covers all positions occupied by the object during that year. In this case, the effective resolution
of the data is increased. Summarization of profile data is more complicated and depends on the
semantics of the data. Another approach is to use a combination of summarization and checking
out. With this approach, queries can be answered with reduced accuracy using the summary data.
If greater accuracy is required, the detailed data can be brought back and queried.
Challenge 8: Design of data aging techniques to effectively deal with large data volume.
Develop metncs for the data aging techniques based on the importance, the expected
future usage, and the impact on the precision of subsequent queries to help decide on
the action to be perfonned.
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5.5 Large Scale Real-Time Spatio-Temporal Data Management in UGPE
In UGPE, the efficient management of massive amounts of real-time spatio-temporal data poses a
number of novel and challenging research problems. At the back-end of the UGPE hierarchy, we
envision to have a distributed, possibly network-attached, storage management system, with a real-
time spatio-temporal data warehouse, to manage the archival and repository of the data. Judicious
placement and migration ofdata between the various levels of the hierarchy can significantly improve
query performance. These operations can exploit spatia-temporal and profile properties of the data,
as well as the history of queries that have been processed.
Challenge 9: Design of a distributed hierarchical storage manager for managing mas-
sive amounts of real-time spatia-temporal data.
6 Beyond Query Processing
New applications using UGPE. Smaller scale UGPE environments; e.g., at the home, office,
hospital, a factory form an interesting research issue. A small scale UGPE environment is char-
acterized by having only one server and the services are tailored for specific needs; e.g., for the
visually challenged in a house or a rehabilitation hospital setup.
For example, an interesting new application is that of MPEG7-based Automatic Annotation
of Video and UGPE-aware Cameras. In the film and video production industry, and with the
emergence of the MPEG-7 standard [23], a new standard for content description in video data, film
and video producers will have to support content description information along with the captured
video. We envision developing tailored Hollywood-style UGPE environments, with UGPE-enabled
cameras, where all the objects during the taping and recording of the scenes have active GPSs
attached to them. The camera would continuously query UGPE for all the objects within its line
of sight. The objects report their evolving profiles as well as their location information, and hence
provide a direct way of annotating all the taped video. The profile data associated with UGPE
objects will playa more central role in this case as it may reflect, e.g., the narration/dialogues that
take place during the shot, or the actors names.
Challenge 10: Data management issues arising from a down-scaling of UGPE as it
relates to applying the UGPE technology in local and highly specialized environments
characterized by geographical locality and a single server.
Exploiting synchronized global clocks. The signals used by GPS devices to calculate precise
loca.tions can also be used to precisely determine time based upon the atomic clocks on board the
GPS satellites. Thus using GPS devices, it is possible to obta.in highly synchronized clocks for each
object in UGPE - in effect providing a single global clock. The availability of such synchronized
timing significantly simplifies the design of distributed protocols. Moreover, the relative ordering
of arbitrarily distributed events is easily achieved. This 1s especially useful for reconciling the
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information uploaded by each object in UGPE. Without such a clock, it would be very difficult to
determine when exactly an object was at the location it reports.
Challenge 11: How does the availability of a synchronized global clock affect distributed
systems? What new applications are enabled?
Multi-level Profiling and Privacy. An important concern for users that send profile informa-
tion to servers to allow other users to query is the security and privacy of this information. Users
should be able to control access to their profiles. As described earlier, an object can export multiple
profiles at different times. It may also be possible for an object to export multiple profiles at the
same time - by providing different "views" for users with different authorizations. For example, a
person may only expose his/her name to another person who works for the same company.
Challenge 12: What security mechanisms need to be enforced for UGPE. How can
we ensuTC that unauthorized users are not able to infer information based upon spatio-
tempoml or profile information?
UGPE and the Internet. The Internet masks physical location by allowing universal access to
the data and computing. Although the physical location of computing devices and data are not
inherently significant, physical locations of users and objects, and data related to physical locations
are higly relevant to human activities. Environments like UGPE complement the Internet by
augmenting the universal accessibility to provide the important spatio-temporallink to information.
How best can such information be employed and integrated with the existing Internet infrastructure
is an interesting question. For example, devices on the Internet are identified by IP addresses which
have at best a very loose notion of physical location. How will the objects in UGPE be identified -
can an IP-based approach be applied? For example, by using the IP address of an object's current
regional server plus an identifier to disambiguate between all objects reporting to that server at
that time. Should objects in UGPE be identifiable uniquely across all such objects in the world, or
should their context be relative to only regional or repository servers?
Challenge 13: How does UGPE integrate with the Internet?
As UGPE-like environments are incorporated into the world-wide-web, it will be necessary to
support searching and retrieval of spatio-temporal profile data from various servers. Such support
could be provided through the development of XML models for describing the data collections, and
query languages incorporating the query types applicable to UGPE.
Challenge 14: Development of XML models and query languages for UGPE data.
7 Conclusion
In this vision paper, we argued that Ubiquitous Global Positioning Environments (UGPEs) will
emerge in near the future. We addressed the implications and research challenges of such envi-
ronments. Due to the spatia-temporal and real-time nature of UGPE the database community is
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in a s~rong position to leverage existing work on spaticrtemporal data to contribute to the suc-
cess of UGPE. We proposed different service categories for UGPE and defined new queries arising
naturally from these service categories. The challenges in UGPE for the database community in-
clude active query processing, adaptive spatial and temporal multi-resolution of the objec~s, the
use of data replication, caching and prefetching, data aging, approximate query processing, and
multi-level profiling and privacy.
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